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Quality, impact and quantification: Indicators and metrics use by social
scientists
Abstract
The use of indicators and metrics for research evaluation purposes is welldocumented, however less is known about their use by individual scholars. With a
focus on the social sciences, this paper contributes to the existing literature on
indicators and metrics use in fields with diverse publication practices. Scholars in
Australia and Sweden were asked about their use and reasons for using metrics. A
total of 581 completed surveys were analyzed to generate descriptive statistics, with
textual analysis performed on comments provided to open questions. While just under
half of the participant group had used metrics, the Australians reported use in twice
the proportion of their Swedish peers. Institutional policies and processes were
frequently associated with use, and the scholars’ comments suggest a high level of
awareness of some metrics as well as strategic behavior in demonstrating research
performance. There is also evidence of tensions between scholars’ research evaluation
environment and their disciplinary values and publication practices.

Introduction
While demonstrating the quality of scholarly work is not a recent phenomenon, the
widespread use of indicators and metrics to assess research has ‘proliferated’ over the
last two decades (Hicks, Wouters, Waltman, de Rijcke, & Rafols, 2015). Ranging
from citations to article downloads, the Impact Factor to ranked journal lists, the
growth of indicators and metrics has run parallel with an increasing focus on research
evaluation in the higher education sector (Box, 2010; Hicks et al., 2015). DahlerLarsen (referring to Koselleck) makes the point that the components of evaluation
systems are “in constant tension with the reality they seek to describe” (2012, p. 213).
For many social scientists, the reality is that indicators and metrics used in research
evaluation are unlikely to fully reflect the quality of their work. This tension at the
individual level, and the potential of a “more results-oriented vocabulary” (DahlerLarsen, 2014, p. 981) of academic environments to influence metrics use, is the focus
of our study.
History and an abundance of literature demonstrate that bibliometrics are inadequate
measures of research quality and impact for many fields in the social sciences. Yet a
range of metrics are often components of research evaluation, at all levels in the
higher education sector. When considered alongside peer review, quantifiable criteria
for research evaluation have clear advantages in terms of the time required to gather
data and the perception of numeric comparability. However, this perception is
frequently founded on misunderstandings or misinterpretations of the metrics
available and these metrics are better suited to fields for which the main form of
research output is the journal article.
In 2004, Diana Hicks (p. 474) described the publications of socials sciences as a
“messy set of literature”. Focusing on the limitations of bibliometrics, Hicks
explained the problems for four categories of published outputs in the social sciences:
journal articles, books, national literatures, and non-scholarly literature. Later research
identifies specific types of social science literature, such as book chapters, conference
papers, magazines, reports, cases and theses (van Leeuwen, van Wijk, & Wouters,
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2016). While these literatures each play an important role in scholarly communication
for social scientists, they were, and remain, poorly indexed or not indexed at all in the
main bibliometric tools, Web of Science and Scopus. As a result, effective evaluation
of the published output of social scientists is more complex than for the sciences and
this presents a challenge for scholars wishing to show evidence of the value of their
work.
Yet, very little is known about if and why individual social scientists use metrics, and
how they employ specific metrics in their work. The perception and use of metrics has
been studied in medicine and science fields (Aksnes & Rip, 2009; Derrick &
Gillespie, 2013), while others have included the social sciences in their samples
(Buela-Casal & Zych, 2012; Hargens & Schuman, 1990). With the exception of a
recent paper (Ma & Ladisch, 2016), multidisciplinary studies have focused on a single
bibliometric indicator. Our approach is narrower, in that social scientists form the
study population, but broader in its inclusion of a range of indicators and metrics.
This paper explores: (1) the extent of indicator and metrics use; (2) the purpose and
context of use; and (3) features of the research evaluation environment that appear to
be associated with use. An online questionnaire gathered data from social scientists
working in Australia and Sweden, which presented the opportunity to explore
indicator and metrics use by scholars from different national academic cultures and
languages, and with different research evaluation systems in place.
Background
Bibliometrics, indicators and research evaluation in the social sciences
The diverse publishing practices of the social sciences limits the use of indicators and
metrics in the social sciences. Books, book chapters, reports, conference papers, and a
range of others are not uncommon publication forms (Engels et al., 2012;
Gumpenberger et al., 2016; Huang & Chang, 2008; Laudel & Gläser, 2006;
Lindholm-Romantschuk & Warner, 1996; Verleysen & Weeren, 2016) and only a tiny
proportion of these are covered by Web of Science and Scopus, the most important
citation indexes. Over the last decade, the potential for alternative metrics to play a
role in evaluating a range of publication types has been proposed, however, the new
metrics are yet to prove themselves as credible tools (Wouters et al., 2015).
Thus, citation counts and related indicators are either unavailable or compromised as
research evaluation criteria for much of the social science journal literature. Some
fields, particularly psychology and economics, are exceptions and are more widely
indexed (Butler, 2008; Hicks, 2004; Huang & Chang, 2008). Given that the vast
majority (95.45%) of social science articles indexed by Web of Science are in English
(Gingras & Mosbah-Natanson, 2010), it is not surprising that these fields tend to
publish in highly regarded English-language international journals (Verleysen &
Weeren, 2016).
Writing for national audiences in the national language is common to many social
science fields (Hicks, 2004; Sivertsen, 2016), although there appears to be a move
away from publishing in non-English languages (Engels, Ossenblok, & Spruyt, 2012;
Gumpenberger, Sorz, Wieland, & Gorraiz, 2016; Hammarfelt & de Rijcke, 2015). In
the Nordic context, Olsson and Sheridan (2012) raised concerns that research has
been overlooked when published in the national language. There are a number of
possible explanations for this trend, such as perceptions that non-English language
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journals are less scholarly (Hicks & Wang, 2011), and that English language articles
have higher impact (van Leeuwen, 2013); each feeding into research evaluation
criteria.
Like indexing coverage, publication in languages other than English is more common
to some social science fields, such as law (de Jong, van Arensbergen, Daemen, van
der Meulen, & van den Besselaar, 2011). The importance of national language
publications has been acknowledged in the development of journal lists for research
evaluation, and while the lists include titles that are not indexed by major citation
databases, they are not without their own set of problems. Criticisms include flawed
methods for their development and the Impact Factor-like assignment of a journal
rank on individual articles (Ferrara & Bonaccorsi, 2016; Rafols, Leydesdorff, O’Hare,
Nightingale, & Stirling, 2012; Tourish & Willmott, 2015). It is worth noting that
scholars in smaller English-speaking countries, like Australia, can also be affected by
indexing coverage and ranked journal lists (Genoni & Haddow, 2009).
Despite the limitations of bibliometrics and other indicators, scholars across all
disciplines are inclined to use them. Wouters (2014, p. 56) notes the “ambivalent
attitudes with respect to performance and citation indicators” evident in previous
studies, however, research into the use and perceptions of the Impact Factor (BuelaCasal & Zych, 2012) and citations (Hargens & Schuman, 1990) found that social
scientists use these citation indicators and, with some qualifications, regard them as
reflecting quality. A more recent study (Ma & Ladisch, 2016) touches on issues that
are of interest in this paper, such as scholars’ strategies relating to perceptions of
indicators, including alternative metrics. The preliminary findings suggest the same
ambivalent attitude to metrics, but they are used by scholars nevertheless.
Dahler-Larsen (2012, p. 14) describes evaluation as having “the potential, to facilitate
a new view of customary practice that breaks with existing habits and convictions”
and the effects of different evaluation systems can be wide-ranging (de Rijcke,
Wouters, Rushforth, Franssen, & Hammarfelt, 2016; Lewis & Ross, 2011). Clearly,
institutional policies and processes that include incentives (or disincentives) to
comply are highly likely to influence individual responses (Aagaard, Bloch, &
Schneider, 2015; van Dalen & Henkens, 2012).
Research evaluation systems in Australia and Sweden
In Australia, a new national research evaluation system was trialed in 2010
(Australian Research Council, 2017). The Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA)
was accompanied by a ranked journal list, introducing quality as a measure for journal
publications. By 2012, the ranking of journals had been abandoned, although the list
of approved titles remains as a criterion of eligibility for assessment. Quality is
assessed through peer review for all social science fields, with the exception of
psychology, for which citation-based metrics are applied. However, in the
development of the ERA, metrics were proposed as an indicator for all fields (Butler,
2008) and they have been the subject of research and discussion in Australia for much
longer (Bourke, 1994; Royle & Over, 1994).
Books, book chapters, conference papers and creative works are eligible for
assessment, but journal articles comprise the greatest proportion of assessed social
sciences submissions (Turner & Brass, 2014). The ERA Journal List is a key tool
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(http://www.arc.gov.au/era-2018). Titles are classified with between one and three
Field of Research codes (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008; Haddow, 2015), and
this classification is responsible for allocating research outputs to fields. It is
significant that although outcomes of an ERA assessment - ratings of Fields of
Research by institution - have not been linked to funding to date, achieving high
ratings is an important driver of research at Australian universities (Knott, 2015).
Sweden introduced a new system for research funding allocation to higher education
institutions in 2009, which is currently under revision. Unlike the Australian model, it
assesses research across all fields using citations and number of publications as
measures (Hammarfelt, Nelhans, Eklund, & Åström, 2016). This model has
influenced funding allocation at an institutional level, with most Swedish institutions
using bibliometric indicators to distribute funds. Some universities have implemented
the Norwegian model, which incorporates both quality, through a two-tiered journal
and publisher list, and quantity. Like the national system, this model “emphasizes
international and peer reviewed publications” (Hammarfelt & de Rijcke, 2015, p. 66),
and although English as language of publication is not a specified criterion, the
international component of the model means that English is likely to be the language
of publication for many journals.
There are numerous terms, such as ‘indicators’ and ‘metrics’, used interchangeably in
the literature of bibliometrics and research evaluation, and it is beyond the scope of
this paper to attempt to differentiate between them. Unless we are discussing a
specific measure, the term ‘metrics’ is used here to encompass the range of tools used
in the evaluation of research, whether they are citation-based metrics or other
indicators, such as the Norwegian ‘publication indicator’ (Aagaard et al., 2015), the
now-defunct ranked ERA Journal List (Australian Research Council, 2017), and the
ABS Academic Journal Guide (Association of Business Schools, 2015).
Research design
This paper is reporting on a subset of a broader study involving social science and
humanities (SSH) scholars in Australia and Sweden. The humanities subset was
explored separately and is reported elsewhere (authors, in press). Due to the large
SSH populations in Australia and Sweden (17,840 and 7,791, respectively), an online
questionnaire was selected as the most effective research instrument. A survey
developed for arts and humanities scholars at a Swedish university (Hammarfelt & de
Rijcke, 2015) provided a base from which questions were added, modified and
omitted for the SSH study.
Demographic questions for country, academic position, time in academia and gender,
allowed for the testing of associations across variables. For identifying research field,
we used the research classification schemes relevant to Sweden, the revised Field of
Science and Technology Classification (OECD, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2007), and Australia, the Australian and New Zealand
Standard Research Classification (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008). An
extensive list of metrics was developed as response options and three open questions
were designed to collect qualitative data about metrics use and changes in publication
practices. (See Appendix 1 for an abridged version of the survey). Approval to
conduct the research was gained from Curtin University’s Human Research Ethics
Committee.
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In order to attract a good response rate several strategies were implemented, such as
keeping the survey as brief as possible and distributing the initial invitation to
scholars with ‘legitimate authority’ (academic line managers) over the study
population (Dilman, 2006, p. 20). The variety of university organizational structures
and unit titles, as well as the time required to identify SSH academic areas meant that
units with the title ‘health science’ were excluded. It is likely that some SSH-related
sub-units (eg., psychology and social work) were therefore omitted from the invitation
to participate. Individually addressed email invitations were sent to 134 Australian
and 58 Swedish line managers, at 38 and 18 universities, respectively, requesting that
they distribute the invitation. After four weeks and reminder emails, the survey had
gathered only 503 responses. Using what was essentially a random sample of
universities - those from which no responses were received - invitations to all SSH
scholars (approximately 6,000) at the non-responding universities with email
addresses available were distributed. The universities were representative of their
country’s higher education sector and included research-intensive universities,
regional universities, and more teaching oriented institutions. This second recruitment
round doubled the responses to 1189. Of these, 160 responses without university data
were excluded, leaving a total of 1029 completed surveys from SSH scholars. The
responses from social scientists accounted for 581 of these.
Like Hicks’ (2004) description of its literature, a definition of social science is a little
messy. For the purposes of this study, social science fields were defined by the OECD
classification scheme, which comprises eight fields: Economics & Business,
Educational Sciences, Law, Media & Communications, Political Science, Psychology,
Social & Economic Geography, and Sociology, as well as an overarching ‘Social
Science’ and ‘Other’ classification. A total of 581 participants had noted one or more
of these classifications: 249 (42.9%) Australians and 332 (57.1%) Swedish scholars.
As a proportion of all social scientists in Australia (11,049) and Sweden (5,228), our
respondent sample represents approximately 2.25% and 6.35% of the total population,
respectively (Turner & Brass, 2014; Statistics Sweden, 2017).
The quantitative data analysis was performed using the survey software’s analysis
functions and Excel to produce descriptive statistics and to explore some cross
tabulations. Comments made in response to the open questions were exported into
documents in order to conduct manual counts and to extract quotes relating to
identified themes.
In the findings section, we first discuss the demographic profile of the participant
group, followed by the results for extent of use and types of metrics used. We then
discuss the purpose and context of use, and features of the research evaluation
environment that appear to be associated with use. The results are reported for the full
set of responses (581) and, in some cases the eight fields (477).
Demographic profile of the participant group
Swedish social scientists participated in the study in higher numbers (57.1%) than
their Australian peers (42.9%), and the survey appeared to attract scholars in more
senior positions, with over 45% at the professor and associate professor levels. In
terms of academic age, the highest number of participants was in the 5-10 year range
(25.3%), followed closely by researchers who had worked in academia for over 20
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years (23.4%). Females participated in slightly higher numbers (50.1%) than males
(47.7%), with some scholars choosing not to identify with a gender. English was the
preferred language of publication, with only 58 (17.4%) Swedish scholars indicating
they preferred their national language.
For the analysis of discrete fields, 477 of the 581 scholars had indicated their research
area as one or more of the eight fields (522 instances of fields). Another 49 noted the
general Social Sciences and 56 noted the Other Social Sciences classifications only.
These broad fields were not analyzed separately. Economics & Business was the
largest field with 139 participants, almost double the size of Educational Sciences
(79) and Law (72). Scholars identifying with the remaining fields are: Sociology – 65;
Political Science – 53; Psychology – 43; Media & Communications – 41; and Social
& Economic Geography - 30.
When the demographic data are compared by country (Fig. 1), minor differences are
apparent for gender, with stronger variations evident for position and academic age.
The much higher number of Australians at the lecturer position potentially relates to
the way the title is used in Sweden, which is frequently associated with teaching
rather than research positions. It is possible the survey was regarded as less relevant to
these academics. The much higher number of Australians with an academic age of
over 20 years is less explicable. Due to the low numbers, postdoctoral, doctoral
student, and research assistant responses are not presented in the Figure, however, a
relatively high proportion of the Swedish respondents were doctoral students (14.8%),
compared to the Australian group (1.2%). This may be a product of distribution lists
used in the recruitment of respondents. It may also relate to the trend in Sweden for
PhD students to publish during or as part of their doctoral work – perhaps considering
themselves ‘researchers’ – whereas thesis by publication is less common in Australia.
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FIG. 1 Demographic profile of participating social scientists by country (Australia
n=249, Sweden n=332)
Very few of the participants did not respond to the demographic questions, however
the number of responses to later questions varied and this is indicated with n in the
results below.
Findings
Metrics use: Extent and types of tools used
When asked if they used one or more of a range of metrics in CVs, promotion and
grant applications almost half (47.2%) of the social science participants (n=517)
responded affirmatively. However, a major difference in metrics use was found when
the countries were compared, with 67.5% of the Australian group (n=231) and 31.1%
of the Swedish scholars (n=286) reporting they had used one or more of the metrics
listed.
We examined demographic factors to identify any possible associations with use and
found that professors and associate professors reported using metrics in higher than
expected numbers. Scholars with an academic age of less than five years reported
much lower use than the other ages, 17.6% compared with a range of 45.9% - 57.1%,
which likely reflects their limited opportunity to submit grant applications and apply
for promotion.
When use was analyzed for field and country (Figure 2), Law scholars reported the
lowest use, although the majority of Australian Law participants reported using
metrics; as did all Australian social science fields. Australian Psychology and
Sociology scholars used metrics in lower proportions than the overall use reported by
Australians. The exclusion of health science units from the recruitment process almost
certainly resulted in fewer psychology scholars responding to the survey, and those
who did are potentially more aligned with qualitative approaches. In relation to the
Sociology scholars’ use, our findings are higher than those reported previously for
citations use (Hargens & Schuman, 1990). On the basis of previous studies,
Economics scholars would be expected to report high use and we speculated that the
inclusion of Management in the classification influenced our results. To test this, we
examined the ANZSRC fields selected by the Economics & Business scholars and
found that approximately 60% of the cohort identified with fields outside of
Economics. Overall, the difference between countries clearly exceeds those
concerning fields. At the same time there are indications that some fields – like Law –
are less inclined to use metrics.
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FIG. 2. Use of metrics by field and country
An open question about which metrics were used and for what purpose provided data
about specific tools. Researchers who responded to this question had all reported
using metrics in CVs, promotion and/or grant applications. Manual counting was
performed to identify the metrics mentioned most often and these are presented as a
percentage of the number of responses to the question for the Australian and Swedish
groups (Figure 3).

FIG 3. Metrics used by country (Australia n=148, Sweden n=82)
Although there is only a slight difference between the Australian and Swedish groups’
reported use of citations and the h-index, the Australians mentioned the Impact Factor
and ranked journal lists in much higher proportions. The poor coverage on nonEnglish language journals by Web of Science means that very few Swedish-language
9

journals will have an Impact Factor. Indeed, the Source Publication List for the Social
Sciences Citation Index lists only two journals in Swedish (2017,
http://mjl.clarivate.com/publist_ssci.pdf).
The use of ranked journal lists is another point of difference. Although the ERA
ranked journal list was discontinued in 2012 a good number of Australians mentioned
it, along with the Australian Business Deans Council journals list. In contrast, only
four Swedish participants mentioned the Norwegian list. Other lists, such as the
Financial Times top 50, SCImago Journal Rank, and the UK business journal
rankings were also noted by a few researchers. Library holdings, downloads and
altmetrics were listed only once. Some scholars were less specific and recorded the
names of sources, such as social media platforms, Google Scholar, Web of Science
and Scopus, without an associated metric. Google Scholar was the most frequently
recorded source by scholars from both countries.
In Figure 4, the four metrics presented in Figure 3 are broken down for the social
science fields. Psychology scholars mentioned citations and the h-index in much
higher proportions than any other field. Citations were used by the majority of
Political Science scholars, as was the Impact Factor by researchers in Social &
Economic Geography. Law scholars most frequently used journal lists and the
Sociology field exhibited relatively even use of the citation-based tools. Somewhat
surprising is the finding that only a quarter of the Economics & Business scholars
noted ranked journal lists, as this field tends to use discipline based lists (Hammarfelt
& Rushforth, 2017).

FIG. 4. Metrics used by field
Metrics use: Purpose and context
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We identified the purpose and context in which metrics were used from 227 responses
to the open questions. Of these, 149 were Australian and 78 Swedish. Scholars from
both countries referred to the examples of use (CVs, grant and promotion
applications) included in the survey, some providing context around that use. For
instance, an Australian used Google Scholar citations ‘to embed in a narrative for
grant applications’, and another had used the h-index, ‘heavily qualified’, but
‘necessary given the scientific lean of the promotion panel’.
Additional purposes of use were noted, the most frequent being annual (performance)
reviews and reporting to the institution. Citations and the Impact Factor were used by
an Australian to show ‘I'm hitting institutional targets’, and another Australian had
used metrics ‘to satisfy the uni that I am following their directions and requirements’.
Many social scientists described their use of metrics with terms that attribute a value
and we identified several recurrent terms - quality, impact, and quantify. Quality was
associated with all the main metrics presented in Figure 3 and generally related to
publications, for example ‘to highlight the quality of publications’ and ‘h-index which
is best correlated with quality in the current publication climate’. One participant had
used the ERA journal list for a promotion application and wrote ‘shorthand for
quality even though it isn't’.
Impact was associated with the scholars’ research and was employed in a less
descriptive manner, such as ‘to demonstrate impact’ and ‘to indicate the impact of my
work’. However, the comments of a number of scholars hinted at specific uses, such
as ‘to demonstrate international impact’, and altmetrics had been used to demonstrate
‘wider impact’. When using the term quantify it was in a similarly limited form as
impact, although a Swedish scholar noted using the Impact Factor and h-index to
‘quantify the spread’ of their work. Scholars also used metrics to benchmark or
compare with others in their field, to indicate reputation and esteem, to provide
evidence of scholarly activity, ‘capacity for institutional mobility’, and to ‘sell’ their
work.
Evidence of a rather more directive environment can be seen in the comments of two
Swedish scholars; one stating they were ‘forced to use an h-index’ and the other had
used citations ‘because counting them was required’. In the same vein, an Australian
wrote ‘we are mandated to use’ Google Scholar, Scopus and the Journal Citation
Reports. Another Australian indirectly referred to their institution as an important
driver in the use of citation-based indicators, with: ‘to ward off any criticisms that …
articles are not in A* or A ranked journals’.
Mentions of specific alternative metrics were few; instead the social media platforms
that generate metrics were referred to. An Australian scholar’s comment demonstrates
a high level of awareness of different sources of metrics, listing ResearchGate and
Academia ‘stats because they can be better than Google Scholar and Scopus for my
discipline’.
Factors associated with the use of metrics
Scholars commented on metrics, publishing trends and expectations of their
institution or broader research environment in the open questions. In some instances,
it was difficult to disentangle the different aspects of academic lives to identify
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influencing factors in the use of metrics, however two interconnected matters
emerged strongly: an increased focus on journal publications and research policy at
institutional and national levels.
The emphasis on journal publications was associated with ranked journal lists and
indexing by the main citation databases, which often equates to English language,
international journals. Australian participants were particularly candid about ranked
journal lists, while their Swedish peers commented more frequently on international
journals and the indexing coverage of journals, although a few referred to the
Norwegian and the ABS journal lists.
A change in publication practices was evident across all social science fields, even
Law, for which ‘journal metrics were not important a decade ago’ and ‘bibliometrics
and rankings is [sic] getting increasingly important’. In general, scholars noted a
‘decline in the importance of books’, and in Sweden a shift ‘from monographs in
Swedish to articles in international journals’ and ‘increased importance on
publishing in English’. On this point, only three of the Swedish scholars who reported
using metrics indicated that their preferred language of publication was Swedish.
Early career researchers (ECRs) in both countries remarked on the pressure to publish
with specific metrics in mind, illustrated by: ‘in the past, just having journal articles
as an ECR was important, now it appears that the journals need to be well known’
and ‘I am trying to combat the shift towards international publication by also writing
in Swedish, but it is hard when you are at an early stage in your career: you need
those Norwegian listed journal publications’.
As the findings in the previous section indicate, metrics are used in CVs, promotion
and grant applications and this use could be a matter of individual choice. However,
there was evidence that grant agency requirements, at least in some cases, were a
factor and the research environment was heavily criticised for the ‘neurotic attention
to ranking indicators in recent years’ and ‘an obsession with quantifiable research
outputs’. In Australia, this was expressed most often in association with the continued
use of the ERA ranked journal list by institutions to reward (or penalise) scholars for
their research outputs, articulated in the following comment:
The insidious ranking of academic journals in Australia ... the Faculty uses the
repudiated ARC ranking of academic journals to dispense financial rewards for
research and conference attendance, and to reduce teaching time. The whole
matter creates gross perverse incentives.
Many social scientists wrote of their institutions’ policies and performance measures
relating to preferred research outputs (journal articles) and the ‘value’ and ‘relevance’
attributed to different publication types. For example, Australian scholars wrote:
‘journal articles have increased in value in terms of promotion’ and ‘my uni no
longer sees books or book chapters as relevant or even counts them among outputs’.
An awareness of the limitation of metrics being used for performance measurement
was also noted: ‘The University appears obsessed with citation indexes, and metrics
of all sorts, as proxies for ‘quality’ research’ and ‘I now aim for journals formerly
ranked as 'A' under the officially defunct ERA journal ranking system. This is what my
university uses to evaluate performance in the absence of any other useful measure.’
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Swedish scholars wrote of similar institutional policies, again with a focus on journal
articles as the preferred publication. Their comments included: ‘institution policy is to
reward publication in journals that are listed in Web of Science or at least on the
Norwegian list’; ‘more and more international, peer-reviewed articles due to policy
for allocation of state research funding to web-of-science [sic] articles’; and
‘nowadays much more focus on indexing in Scopus/WoS due to bibliometric
evaluation of performance’.
Discussion
It has been widely acknowledged that the scholarly communication practices of many
social science fields are largely incompatible with applying metrics. Yet, a substantial
number of social scientists in our study, particularly in Australia, have used these
tools. Our data do not provide an explanation of why Swedish social scientists are less
inclined to use metrics, however we suggest two possibilities. Firstly, the difference
between how each country has implemented their national research evaluation model
is notable. In Australia, the creation of the ranked journal list to assess all article
outputs in the ERA has attracted a great deal of discussion and debate (Bennett,
Genoni & Haddow, 2011; Knott, 2015), which, as this study shows, remains a
contentious issue today. On the other hand, although the Swedish national research
evaluation model uses citations data to assess all disciplines, the model is not fully
integrated into all institution’s research performance systems and therefore there is
less expectation that scholars use metrics for other purposes. A second, and perhaps a
more fruitful line of thought, is that language of publication is a factor. Swedish
participants noted a shift to more English language (journal) publishing, which lends
weight to an argument that due to the coverage of the major citation databases,
metrics were largely unavailable in the past and therefore not habitually used. The
emphasis on English language evident in the Swedish responses suggests, however,
that their use of metrics is likely to increase in the future.
When considering metrics use at field level, we acknowledge the low number of
responses limits the authority of our findings. Nevertheless, they support previous
work relating to citation coverage and publication practices for Psychology, which
used metrics (citations and h-index) in the highest proportions, and Law, which used
citation-based tools (h-index and Impact Factor) least (Butler, 2008; Verleysen &
Weeren, 2016). It seems likely that Law’s much higher use of ranked journal lists is
the flip-side of the low metrics use for the field. The research also confirms one of the
few previous studies of citations use in the social sciences, with Sociology scholars
using all the citation-based tools in relatively high numbers (45%) (Buela-Casal &
Zych, 2012).
Terms that pervade the research evaluation vocabulary (quality, impact and quantify)
appeared frequently in the scholars’ comments, and the context in which they were
applied suggest pragmatism and compliance in relation to metrics use. Metrics were
used in promotions and grants applications to match the scholars’ perceptions of
assessors’ preferences and to demonstrate research achievements more widely.
Performance reviews and meeting institutional targets were mentioned, and at times
scholars’ responses were expressed as a defense of their work. Some chose to use a
particular tool because it provided a ‘better’ metric for the field, while others sought
to contend the prevailing policy by presenting alternative measures to highlight the
value of their work. These actions and reactions by social scientists suggest a high
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level of awareness of some metrics and strategic behavior in demonstrating research
performance.
A cause and effect cycle may exist between scholars’ use of metrics and the emphasis
on journal publications by institutions. As Naylor wrote in 2001 (in relation to the
Research Assessment Exercise), the journal article is ‘king’, and these publications
are most able to provide quantifiable assessments in an environment that is focused on
a “results-oriented vocabulary” (Dahler-Larsen, 2014, p. 981). In this environment,
scholars need to be aware of the tools that will identify ‘quality’ journals and that may
also mean using other metrics to support performance reviews, grant and promotion
applications.
Burrows wondered if metrics were “experienced as oppressively” as he had suggested
in his paper (2012, p. 369). The frank comments about institutional policies in relation
to what was valued as a research output, together with the metrics relevant to those
outputs, indicate that for approximately 15% of social scientists in this study the
answer is yes. These scholars appear to be experiencing significant tensions in their
academic life, evident in the Law participants’ remarks about changes in their field
and also in observations about the shift away from books to journal articles. As
previous research has shown (Laudel & Gläser, 2006; Wouters, 2014), an ambivalent
attitude towards using metrics is not uncommon, and Laudel and Gläser (p. 293)
describe the tension emanating from “a message from the exogenous evaluation that
directly contradicts the endogenous valuation of communication channels by their
disciplines”. In this study, fields that traditionally produce books are seeing the value
of those research outputs diminishing, which may in turn lead to the breaking of
‘existing habits and convictions’ (Dahler-Larsen, 2012, p. 14). Tensions between
intradisciplinary criteria of quality and external evaluation systems’ measures was
also found when studying humanities scholars and their attitudes towards metrics
(authors, in press). Other tensions can be seen for young researchers, who appeared
vexed by some expectations for academic achievement. This finding evokes Malsch
& Tessier’s (2015, p. 85) autoethnographic research about ranked journal lists in
accounting, in which the term ‘identity fragmentation’ is used to describe junior
researchers’ experience of being driven “professionally and intellectually in
contradictory directions”.
Our study’s findings are based on a very small proportion of social scientists working
in Australia and Sweden, resulting in low numbers of participants in the eight fields.
This affects the degree to which we can make strong claims about the use and
attitudes to metrics in the social sciences. Furthermore, the study’s topic may have
attracted scholars who felt strongly about research evaluation, which would explain
the many forthright comments provided. In relation to the social science field, the
OECD classification created an element of ambiguity as to the research area with
which participants identified. If a similar study was to be conducted, using free text
for the field question may produce more precise results in order to compare
differences across the social sciences.
Conclusion
Many social scientists use metrics, despite the literature and expert opinion that warns
against it in most fields. However, there appears to be an awareness, at least for some,
of the limitations of these tools in ascribing quality. While Australian social scientists
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use metrics in much higher proportions than their Swedish peers, the valuing of
journal articles in international publications in Sweden is likely to result in much
higher use of metrics in the future.
The importance of institutional policies regarding incentives and disincentives in
performance management and academic promotion came through clearly in the data.
In both countries there is an increasing focus on journal articles and it appeared to be
associated with indicators such as the ERA ranked journal list and citation-based
indicators. This was accompanied by ambivalence towards metrics, with some
scholars expressing resistance, disbelief or frustration with the research evaluation
policies that are in place. Both institutional policies and those relating to research
evaluation at a national level were mentioned and in many cases it is not possible to
separate one from the other due to the expected trickle-down effect within a national
higher education system. While, a number of scholars referred to specific metrics that
are components of their respective national research evaluation system, the strong
focus on institutional issues suggests several interconnected factors are associated
with the use of metrics by social scientists in Australia and Sweden.
Finally, it is useful to consider how nations and institutions can alleviate the less
positive experiences that appear to be associated with research evaluation and the
metrics used to assess research. Institution are likely to adopt aspects of a national
model and they are also driven by factors such as university rankings. However, a
balance needs to be struck between effective research policy and recognition of the
non-metric contribution made by the social sciences. Adjustments are possible, and
the introduction of engagement and impact assessment in Australia, in 2018, will
provide social scientists with alternative methods to demonstrate the value of their
work. Sweden has also mooted the use of ‘societal impact’ to assess research, which
in turn may create more opportunities for publications in the national language.
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Appendix 1: Survey
1. In which country are you an academic?
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Australia|Sweden
2. What is the name of your university? (free text)
3. What is your academic position?
Professor|Associate Professor (Reader)|Assistant Professor/Senior
Lecturer|Lecturer|Postdoc|Doctoral student|Research assistant|Other
4. Gender
Female|Male|Do not identify with any of the above|Do not wish to specify
5. Please select up to three research classification terms from both of the lists
below that best describes your field of research.
OECD classification (whole list)
ANZSRC Fields of Research (whole list)
6. What is your preferred language when publishing?
English|Swedish|German|Dutch|French|Spanish|Other (please specify)
7. Researchers in your field most often publish: (Rank first three)
Book chapters
Conference papers
Creative works
Journal articles
Monographs
8. On average, how many of the following types of research-related outputs do
you publish each year? Please use whole numbers regardless of whether your
outputs are sole or co-authored works.
Blog posts|Book chapters|Book reviews|Creative works|Conference papers (published
in full)|Edited books|Monographs|Newspaper articles|Peer reviewed journal
articles|Peer review reports, e.g. article reviews|Policy reports|Research
proposals|Trade, professional journal articles|Tweets|Wikipages |Other, please specify
9. How important are the following factors to you when choosing a publication
channel? (Extremely important |Very important |Somewhat important |Not important
|Not familiar with this)
Peer review processes|Quality of peer review|Reputation of publishing channel|Open
access|Publication speed|Maximum outreach to target audience|International
visibility|National visibility|Department policy|Institutional policy|National policy|
Requirements of funding agencies|Indexing by international database (eg Scopus,
Web of Science)|Journal Impact Factor|Scimago Journal Rank|Journal ranking lists|
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Inclusion in Norwegian list (SWE)|Inclusion in ERA Journal List (AUS)|Field of
Research code assignment(AUS)
10. Are there other factors that are important to your selection of publication
channels? (please specify)
11. How familiar are you with the following tools for evaluating research?
Citations (Web of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar)|Impact factor|Scimago Journal
Rank|h-index|Norwegian list (SWE)|ERA journal list (AUS)| Other journal rankings,
ratings|Other journal, publisher rankings|Altmetric services (Impact
Story|Altmetrics.com)|Social platforms(Research Gate, Academia.edu, etc)
12. Have you used any of these evaluation tools in your CV, promotion
applications, grant applications, etc.?
Yes|No
13. If yes, please list the tools you have used and for what purpose
14. Please comment on any changes in publication practice in your field over the
last ten years
15. Please comment on any changes in your own publication practice over the
last ten years
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